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Ryanair slashes profit guidance on strike impact
and higher oil prices
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Ryanair PLC (LON:RYA) has lowered its full year profit guidance by 12% after
it was hit by strikes by its pilots and cabin crew, lower third-quarter fares and
higher oil prices, sending its shares into a tailspin.
The low-cost carrier said on Monday that it was cutting its profit guidance to a
range of €1.10bn - €1.20bn from the previous range of €1.25bn - €1.35bn.
READ: Ryanair forced to cancel another 250 flights as staff walk out again
Ryanair said the two-day, five-country co-ordinated strikes in Germany,
Holland, Belgium, Spain and Portugal in September had knocked second
quarter fares by some 3%. This led the Irish airline to warn that forward
bookings, especially for the October school half-term holiday and Christmas
period, were lower due to passengers' fears of further strikes.
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"While we successfully managed five strikes by 25% of our Irish pilots this
summer, two recent coordinated strikes by cabin crew and pilots across five EU
countries has affected passenger numbers (through flight cancellations), close
in bookings and yields (as we re-accommodate disrupted passengers), and
forward air fares into Q3," Ryanair CEO Michael O'Leary said in a statement.
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"While we regret these disruptions, we have on both strike days operated over
90% of our schedule. However, customer confidence, forward bookings and Q3
fares has been affected, most notably over the Oct school mid-terms and
Christmas, in those five countries where unnecessary strikes have been
repeated," he added.
In response to its troubles, the Irish carrier said it would close its bases at
Eindhoven (four aircraft), Bremen (two aircraft) and cuts aircraft numbers at
Niederrhein to three from five planes over the winter.
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Ryanair, which cut its full-year traffic forecast to 138mln from 139mln, said it could not rule out further disruptions in the
third quarter, which may require full-year guidance to be lowered further, and that it may need to cut its winter capacity
further on less profitable routes.
In a note to clients, analysts at AJ Bell said that the strikes had made individuals less confident about using the Irish
carrier in the future in case their flights are also delayed or cancelled.
Oil price turbulence
Europe's largest low-cost airline, which has around 10% of its fuel requirements unhedged - exposing it to higher costs said it expects its fuel bill to be some €460mln higher than last year, while it was also hit by higher care and reaccommodation costs due to the strikes.
The airline sector is feeling the effects of the highest oil price for some four years with jet fuel prices hovering around
the US$90 a barrel mark, more than 25% higher than at this point last year.
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"Costs are going up, prices are coming down .. the stock market clearly thinks Ryanair's problems are negative for other
parts of the airline sector, given how easyJet's share price fell by nearly 6% on Monday morning and British Airways'
owner International Consolidated Airlines down by 2%," AJ Bell analysts wrote.
Ryanair shares were 8.9% down at €11.94 in early afternoon trade. Shares in low-cost rival easyJet slumped on
Ryanair's announcement, despite it forecasting full-year profit at the upper end of its previous guidance last week. In
early afternoon trade, easyJet shares had pared earlier losses and were 3.1% down at 1,273p, while shares in British
Airways owner IAG has also recovered early losses and were trading 1.3% lower at 651.6p.
Despite the impact of rising costs, analysts at CMC Markets believe most of Ryanair's problems are self-inflicted.
"This time last year the Ryanair pilot roster fiasco prompted mass cancellation of flights, and left customers disgruntled.
Since then, poor relations with staff have also brought about mass flight cancellations," CMC analysts said in a note.
"Clients like cheap airfares, but they value flight certainty more, and the company is running the risk of doing long-term
damage to the brand," they added.
-- Updates to add oil price info, analyst comments, share prices --
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective,
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